
 

 
 
TO: Lake Oswego Planning Commission 
 
FROM: Leslie Hamilton, Senior Planner 
 
SUBJECT: Annual Code Amendments - Work Session #1 (PP 18-0001) 
 
DATE: May 17, 2018   WORK SESSION DATE:  May 30, 2018 
 
 
On May 30, 2018, the Planning Commission (Commission) will conduct a work session for 
proposed amendments to the Community Development Code (CDC), Chapter 50 of the Lake 
Oswego Code.  The purpose of the work session is for the Commission to become familiar with 
and provide initial input on a list of potential amendments.  These amendments were primarily 
identified by staff through use and application of the Code. 
 
This report summarizes the code amendments and identifies issues for the Commission’s input.  
As discussed during the Commission’s 2017 goalsetting, staff expects to see a decline in the 
number of annual amendments as we continue to fine-tune the CDC, which was reorganized in 
2012 (the current list contains 14 amendments, as compared to 33 amendments identified in 
2016).  However, code maintenance in response to City Council direction and changes in state 
law will continue to be an important part the City’s planning program. 
 
Maintenance Amendments (LOC Chapters 50.05, 50.06, 50.06 and Appendix D of LOC 
50.11.004) 
 
Code Maintenance amendments are those that correct or add cross-references, clarify existing 
standards, or update requirements based on changes to other codes (e.g., Tree Code, Building 
Code, etc.).  The maintenance items generally do not involve policy considerations and include 
the following: 
 

1. Compliance with Comprehensive Plan/DRD District [LOC 50.05.004.12.a]:  In the 
Downtown Redevelopment Design (DRD) District, street, sidewalk and alley design must 
comply with the Major Street System Policies in the Comprehensive Plan; one reference 
needs to be corrected to refer to the new location of these policies in the Connected 
Communities Chapter. 
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2. Tree Removal in West Lake Grove [LOC 50.05.005]:  The West Lake Grove (WLG) Overlay 
has standards for tree removal that subject smaller trees to regulations that are not 
regulated by the Tree Code [LOC Chapter 55] and uses tree terminology incorrectly.  This 
amendment would update mitigation standards, size of regulated trees, and correct 
terminology, similar to recent amendments to the Lake Grove Village Center (LGVC) 
Overlay tree standards.  Staff recommends combining this WLG Overlay amendment with 
the with LGVC amendments to tree mitigation/preservation and dwelling design (see Item 
11 below) because the issues, location and stakeholders will generally be the same.  

Size of Regulated Tree:  WLG Overlay requires mitigation for all trees 5” Diameter at 
Breast Height (DBH) or greater.  The 2016 amendments to the Tree Code increased the 
size of regulated trees from 5” DBH to 6” DBH.  To avoid confusion, staff recommends 
that the size of regulated trees in the WLG Overlay increase to 6” DBH. 
 
Preservation of Mature Trees:  The tree mitigation rate in the WLG Overlay is based on 
the diameter of inches lost, similar to the mitigation rate in the LGVC Overlay.  Staff 
recommends standardizing the WLG Overlay mitigation requirements with those 
approved for the LGVC Overlay, as developed in 2018 with LGVC Overlay stakeholders. 
 
Invasive Trees:  The WLG Overlay requires all regulated trees to be mitigated, including 
invasive trees.  Staff recommends not requiring invasive trees to be mitigated unless the 
trees are street trees or were required as part of a landscaping plan; this would make the 
overlay consistent with the Tree Code and with the recent amendments to the LGVC 
Overlay. 
 
Use of Caliper and DBH:  The WLG Overlay uses non-standard terminology for tree sizes.  
In the tree industry, Diameter at Breast Height, or DBH, refers to the size of a tree at 
maturity and is measured at 4.5 feet above the ground.  “Caliper” refers to the size of a 
tree at the time it is purchased and is measured at 6” above the ground.  In the WLG 
Overlay, the term “caliper” is used many times when “DBH” should be the correct 
reference. 

3. Uplands R-10 Overlay/Height and Impervious Surfaces Applicability [LOC 50.05.012.5-7]:  
The Uplands R-10 Overlay is intended to protect the existing neighborhood character of 
primarily one and 1 ½ story houses.  The overlay was also intended to prevent new “uphill” 
construction from looming over existing residences by prohibiting height increases for 
slope and roof projections.  The overlay text should be amended to clarify that the 
maximum height of 30 feet, the prohibition of the roof height exception, and the 
limitations on impervious surfaces apply to both regular lots and flag lots within the 
Uplands R-10 Overlay District.  This amendment would require Measure 56 (ORS 227.186) 
noticing. 
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4. Parking Dimensional Table for Foothills Mixed Use (FMU) and LGVC Overlay [Table 
50.06.002-A]: The parking dimensions for parallel parking spaces imply that both the width 
and length of a parallel parking space are eight feet.  The entries for depth should be 
changed to 18 feet. 

Figure 50.06.002-A-FMU and LGVC Overlay District: Off-Street Parking Matrix for 
FMU Zone and LGVC Overlay District 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Street Connectivity/Access Lanes [LOC 50.06.003.4]:  The recent Flag Lot and Access Lane 
amendments limited access lanes to serving a maximum of three lots.  A reference in the 
Street Connectivity Standard to access lanes that serve eight dwelling units must be 
corrected. 

6. Lighting Standard Waiver [LOC 50.06.004.3]:  Per Cosner v, Umatilla, delete the option for 
an abutting property owner to waive maximum light levels at the property line.  This 
amendment may require Measure 56 (ORS 227.186) noticing. 

7. Solar – Non-Exempt Trees [LOC 50.06.007, LOC 50.10.003 and Appendix 50.11.004-D, 
Section 5 (reference)]:  The solar standards refer to “exempt” and “non-exempt” trees 
when describing “solar-friendly” and “solar-unfriendly” trees, respectively.  The terms 
“exempt” and “non-exempt” are further defined in LOC 50.10.003, with reference to the 

FMU ZONE AND LGVC OVERLAY DISTRICT 
OFF-STREET PARKING MATRIX, REQUIRED SPACE AND AISLE 

DIMENSIONS IN FEET  

Angle 
(A) 

Stall 
Width 

(B) 

Stall 
Depth 

(C) 

One-Way 
Aisle 

Width (D) 

Two-Way 
Aisle 

Width (D) 
Curb Length 

Structured Parking 

0° 8.0 8.0 12 20 22.5 

30° 8.5 15.0 12 20 17 

45° 8.5 17.0 12 20 12 

60° 8.5 17.5 16 20 9.75 

90° 8.5 16.0 20 20 8.5 

Surface Parking 

0° 8.0 8.0 14 20 22.5 

30° 8.5 15.0 14 20 17 

45° 8.5 17.0 14.0 22 12 

60° 8.5 17.5 18.0 22 9.75 

90° 8.5 18.0 20.0 22 8.5 
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“Solar Friendly Trees Report” in Appendix 50.11.004-D, which uses the terms “solar-
friendly” and “solar-unfriendly”.  For creating a more accessible Development Code, staff 
recommends replacing the terms “exempt” and “non-exempt” with the terms “solar-
friendly” and “solar-unfriendly,” respectively. 

8. 100-day clock for Affordable Housing [LOC 50.07.003]: Amend LOC 50.07.003, Review 
Procedures, to be consistent with ORS 197.311, which reduces from 120 days to 100 days 
the time period in which final action must be taken on applications for multi-family 
residential developments of five or more units with at least 50% of the units sold or rented 
as “affordable.” 

9. Written Evidence Deadline [LOC 50.07.003.4.c.ii]:  Currently, the Code allows that exhibits 
and written comments submitted by 5 pm on the day of a public hearing will be submitted 
to the public hearing body by staff at the public hearing.  Because of hearing preparations, 
it is difficult for staff to format, catalog and reproduce submissions that arrive in the late 
afternoon.  Staff recommends moving this deadline to 3 pm.  Additional written comments 
or exhibits can still be submitted at the public hearing. 

10. Master Plant List Amendments [LOC 50.11.004 – Appendix D]:  This is a maintenance item 
to remove all non-tree species from the Native Tree List (for example, huckleberry and 
elderberry) and place them correctly in the Native Tall Shrubs/Small Trees List. 

 
Policy Amendments (LOC Chapters 50.04, 50.05 and 50.06) 
 
The following amendments involve issues that require policy consideration: 
 

11. High Density Abutting Low Density [LOC 50.04.001.3.e.iii]:  On lots zoned R-0, R-2, and R-3 
(High Density Residential), setbacks are increased where there is an abutting lot that is 
low-density.  However, under current code the zoning of abutting unincorporated 
properties is not considered.  This standard should be expanded to apply where 
unincorporated lots, upon annexation, would be zoned low-density (R-7.5, R-10, or R-15).  
This standard was moved from amendments reviewed in 2017 because it requires Measure 
56 (ORS 227.186) noticing, and can be bundled with other amendments in this package 
that require Measure 56 (ORS 227.186) noticing. 

12. Lake Grove Village Center Overlay and Dwelling Design Standards [LOC 50.05.007.5 and 
others, LOC 50.06.001.2 and 4]:  There are properties within the LGVC Overlay that are 
zoned R-0, R-3 and R-5, and which allow single-family or duplex development.  While the 
LGVC Overlay supersedes the dimensional standards (i.e., setbacks, height, lot coverage, 
etc.) of these zones, the LGVC Overlay does not supersede the design standards of LOC 
50.06.001.2 (Structure Design – Residential Zone).  Many of the LGVC Overlay standards, 
which are appropriate for commercial development, may not be desirable on traditional 
townhouse, duplex or single family development.  Staff recommends working with LGVC 
Overlay stakeholders to determine whether the applicability of certain design standards 
should be dependent on development type.  In 2017, a similar code amendment was 
adopted for certain residential developments in the Downtown Redevelopment Design 
(DRD) District that were subject to both commercial-appropriate design standards and 
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dwelling design standards (LU 16-0030).  This work could be combined with the effort to 
identify incentives for the preservation of mature trees in the LGVC Overlay.  Below is a list 
of current LGVC Overlay site and design standards, and Residential Structure Design 
standards. 

LGVC Overlay Site and Design Standards 

• Architectural Styles 
• Public Entrances 
• Sheltered Entries 
• Window Fenestration on upper floors (30%) 
• Rain protection 
• Ground floor lighting 
• Flat roofs only if greater than 20 feet 
• Materials 
• Building color –natural or subdued 
• Balconies, dormers and step backs in VTAs 
• Facade Design – gables, eaves, recessed entries, wall plane offsets in VTAs 
• Side and Rear Wall Planes – 750 sq. ft. 
• Buildings Over 35 feet/2.5 stories – roof design, true windows, or public plaza 
• Buildings Over 35 feet/2.5 stories – 8 foot step back on third story 
• Build to Line – 10-25 feet 
• Minimum Building Width – 60-75% in VTAs 
• Minimum Height at Streetfront – 18 feet 
• Minimum Depth of Streetfront Height – 20 feet (for 50%) 

 

Residential Structure and Garage Design Standards 

• Street Front Setback Planes 
• Side Yard Setback Planes 
• Side Yard Appearance: Maximum Wall Plane (500 or 750 sq. ft.), Side Yard Features, 

Landscaping 
• Corner Lots – Balconies, planes 
• Long Wall Planes 
• Fenestration on Garage Walls facing a street 
• Garage Set back from Dwelling 
• Garage Width 
• Garage Appearance – Design options 
• Multiple Garage Openings – Design standards 
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13. Solar Design [LOC 50.06.007.1]: The Solar Design standard requires that lots are divided in 
a manner that allows structures to be oriented to maximize solar access and minimize 
shading on abutting properties.  The standard applies to both partitions and subdivisions, 
and requires that at least 80% of the created lots meet one of three solar design standard 
options – Basic, Protected Solar Building Line (PSBL), or Performance.  On partitions, all lots 
are therefore subject to Solar Design.  Because of prevailing lot and street patterns, 
compliance with either the Basic or PSBL options is often not possible for all lots in a 
partition, and the options for compliance are poorly written, hard to understand, and 
harder to describe to applicants.  Compliance options are: 

Performance Option:  This option requires design limitations on future dwellings, including 
long axis orientation; fenestration location, amount and orientation; and protection of roof 
area and south-facing windows from shading.  If this option is applied, it requires the 
dwelling to be designed in accordance with specified design limitations. 

Exemption: The applicant may qualify for an exemption if one or more of the following 
applies to the site or lot: 

• Slopes greater than 20% in a direction greater than 45 degrees from east or west of 
true south;  

• Off-site shade from structures, vegetation or topographical features;  
• On-site shade from structures, vegetation or topographical features. 

Adjustment:  The applicant may qualify for an adjustment (i.e., reduction in the number of 
lots that must meet the Solar Design Standard) if one or more of the following applies: 

• Lost density related to slope, natural features, existing road patterns and/or public 
easements;  

• Compliance would result in a loss of a significant development amenity (undefined, 
but based on diminution of market value); 

• Existing shade from solar-unfriendly trees shades at least 80% of the affected lot. 

Both applicants and staff have struggled with applying the Solar Design standard, or 
exemptions or adjustments to it.  The standards include many technical criteria with which 
staff and applicants have little expertise (i.e., determining true east-west axis, calculating 
shadow pattern from topography, calculating azimuths and sine functions, evaluation of 
solar-related off-site development costs.)  Staff is aware that some jurisdictions only apply 
the Solar Design Standard to subdivisions, and exempt partitions from compliance.  If the 
Commission is interested in reviewing Solar Design for the purpose of (1) clarifying 
standards to make the code more accessible to both staff and the public, and/or (2) 
considering limitations on applicability, staff recommends that the item be reviewed 
separately, and that a professional with technical knowledge of solar design be engaged to 
help inform the discussion.  Staff requests direction from the Commission on this item. 
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14. Undergrounding Utilities [LOC 50.06.008.4 and others]:  This standard requires that all 
development connecting to utilities must place the utilities underground.  The Building 
Code [LOC 45.09.075] exempts building remodels.1  The scope of some small developments 
– such as Secondary Dwelling Units (SDUs) and partitions – often does not warrant the cost 
and disruption of undergrounding because there is so little to gain aesthetically.  In some 
cases, undergrounding of overhead utilities may actually require the installation of more 
utility poles, defeating the code’s purpose.  Staff recommends working with Engineering 
staff to identify appropriate exemptions to undergrounding, specifically for smaller 
projects where relocating utilities in the public right-of-way are not practical.  Relatedly, 
there are references to “undergrounding” in the WLG and DRD Districts that should be 
deleted because they are redundant to the standards in LOC 50.06.008. 

                                                      

1 45.09.075 Undergrounding of Utilities. Utility service facilities shall be located underground in conjunction with 
construction of all new structures subject to this Code that require utility service. The City may require 
undergrounding of utility service facilities for other structures when subject to development review approval under 
LOC Chapter 50. 
 


